TWO-EYED SEEING: ARABIAN INDIGENOUS ASTRONOMY & THE STARDUST PROJECT

LIVE EVENT:

- Ancient Arabian star knowledge to forecast seasonal changes
- Arabic sources of poetry and rhymed prose related to the star knowledge
- Learn how to make your own star calendar to forecast important annual events
- Explore an interdisciplinary, indigenous art-science-culture research project

PRESENTED BY:

Danielle Adams, Annette S. Lee, Raja GuhaThakurta, Tavia La Follette, Kate Rosok, and Andrea Medina.

Supporting organizations are: Lowell Observatory, Native Skywatchers, Starry-Starry-Night (UC-Santa Cruz), and NASA-Next Gen STEM.

May 14 Friday
2021
10 AM PDT

Register

Native Skywatchers is located on the traditional and treaty land of the Dakota people, who along with the Ojibwa are the Indigenous peoples of this land, Mniisota Makȟǝčhe or Minnesota.